
 

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

 
In re: 
 
Paul Hansmeier, 
 
  Debtor. 
 
 
Randall L. Seaver, Trustee, 
 

Plaintiff, 
 

v. 
 
Padraigin Browne, 
 

Defendant. 
 
 

 
 

BKY No. 15-42460 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ADV No. 16-4031 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
TO:  PLAINTIFF RANDALL L. SEAVER, TRUSTEE, BY HIS ATTORNEY, 

MATTHEW D. SWANSON OF FULLER, SEAVER, SWANSON & KELSCH, 
P.A., 12400 PORTLAND AVENUE SOUTH, SUITE 132, BURNSVILLE, 
MINNESOTA 55337.  

  
 

NOTICE OF HEARING AND MOTION TO DISMISS 
 
1. The defendant, Padraigin Browne, by her counsel, hereby moves the Court for the 

relief requested below and gives notice of hearing.   

2. The Court will hold a hearing on this motion at 10:30 a.m. on June 15, 2016 

before the Honorable Kathleen H. Sanberg, in Courtroom 8W, United States 

Courthouse, 300 South Fourth Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
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3. Any response to this motion must be filed and served not later than June 10, 2016, 

which is five days before the time set for the hearing (including Saturdays, 

Sundays, and holidays).  UNLESS A WRITTEN RESPONSE OPPOSING 

THE MOTION IS TIMELY SERVED AND FILED, THE COURT MAY 

ENTER AN ORDER GRANTING THE REQUESTED RELIEF WITHOUT 

A HEARING. 

4. This court has jurisdiction over this motion pursuant to 27 U.S.C. §§ 157 and 

1334, Fed. R. Bankr. P. 5005 and Local Rule 1070-1.  This proceeding is a core 

proceeding.  The petition commencing the above-captioned chapter 7 case was 

filed on July 13, 2015.  This case is now pending in this court.  Venue of the 

bankruptcy case and this motion in the adversary proceeding is proper in this 

district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1408 and 1409. 

5. This motion arises under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6) made applicable to this 

adversary proceeding by Fed. R. Bankr. P. 7012.  This motion is filed under Fed. 

R. Bankr. P. 9014 and Local Rules 7007-1, 9006-1, 9013-1, and 9013-2.  

Defendant Padraigin Browne requests dismissal of the amended complaint for 

failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 

6. The adversary complaint seeks declaratory relief and to avoid and recover pre-

petition transfers of debtor’s interest within the two years preceding debtor’s 

petition under 11 U.S.C. § 548. 

7. Accordingly, as more fully set forth in Defendant Padraigin Browne’s 

memorandum, the plaintiff is not entitled to any relief.  Defendant Padraigin 
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Browne moves to dismiss the amended complaint with prejudice for failure to 

state a claim upon which relief may be granted.  

 

 WHEREFORE, Defendant Padraigin Browne moves the court for an order 

dismissing the amended complaint with prejudice for failure to state a claim upon which 

relief may be granted and for such other relief as may be just and equitable. 

 

     DAVE BURNS LAW OFFICE, LLC  
 
      
Dated:  May 25, 2016    /e/ David M. Burns    
     David M. Burns, #337869 
     475 Grain Exchange North 
     301 Fourth Avenue South 
     Minneapolis, MN 55415 
     (612) 677-8351 

      dave@daveburnslaw.com 
 
      Attorney for Defendant Padraigin Browne 
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MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF PADRAIGIN BROWNE’S 
MOTION TO DISMISS 

Defendant Padraigin Browne (“Browne”) respectfully submits this Memorandum 

of Law in support of her Motion to Dismiss the Chapter 7 Trustee’s Amended Complaint. 

INTRODUCTION 

On March 17, 2016, The Trustee filed an adversary action pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 

548, in which the Trustee sought to avoid a transfer from non-debtor Monyet LLC 

(“Monyet) to non-debtor Browne. The Trustee’s theory of recovery failed as a matter of 

law.  

The plain language of § 548 limits its application to transfers from a debtor made 

within the two years preceding the debtor’s bankruptcy petition. The Trustee’s complaint 
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did not allege a transfer of an interest of Debtor Paul Hansmeier (“Debtor”) to Browne. 

Rather, the Trustee’s complaint alleged transfers from non-debtor Monyet to Browne. 

Section 548 has no application to such transfers. As a result, the Trustee’s § 548 claim 

failed as a matter of law. 

Faced with the reality that § 548 has no application to transfers between non-

debtors, the Trustee asserted an alter ego1 claim and asked the Court to transmogrify 

Monyet’s interests into Debtor’s for the purposes of § 548. The Trustee’s alter ego claim 

was premised on a fundamental misunderstanding of the alter ego doctrine, and in 

particular the remedies arising from an alter ego finding. As a result, the Trustee’s alter 

ego claim failed as a matter of law. 

Browne filed a motion to dismiss the Trustee’s complaint. Within a day of 

Browne’s filing, the Trustee indicated that he was going to file an amended complaint. 

The Trustee has now done so. The amended complaint adds two new claims for relief. 

Neither of the new claims is capable of resurrecting the Trustee’s lifeless § 548 claim. 

The first new claim is a claim for declaratory relief. The Trustee seeks a 

declaration from the Court that the funds Debtor transferred to Monyet continued to be 

                                              

1 The Trustee’s amended complaint relabels his alter ego claim as a “veil piercing” claim, 
ostensibly to avoid Eighth Circuit precedent which hold that Chapter 7 trustees lack 
standing to pursue alter ego claims. In substance, there is no difference between the two 
doctrines in this case because the Trustee is advancing an alter ego to pierce Monyet’s 
corporate veil. See, e.g., In re Ozark Restaurant Equip. Co., Inc., 816 F.2d 1222, 1224 
(8th Cir. 1987) (“In arguing that Section 704 permits a Chapter 7 trustee to pursue an 
alter ego theory cause of action to pierce the corporate veil….”). No other theories of veil 
piercing are identified or alleged in the Trustee’s amended complaint. 
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property of the Debtor after the transfer was completed. This claim fails for two reasons. 

First, the Trustee’s claim boils down to his request that the Court ignore the Trustee’s 

own allegations, not to mention well-established principles of property law, to allow the 

Trustee to proceed with his § 548 claim. Second, the Court has no equitable power to 

assist a trustee in creating a § 548 claim where the facts do not otherwise support the 

claim. 

The Trustee’s second new claim is another claim for declaratory relief. In this 

claim, the Trustee asks the Court to find that the Mill Trust is not an irrevocable 

spendthrift trust. In support of his request, the Trustee alleges that the post-formation 

operation of the trust indicates that the trust was not an irrevocable spendthrift trust. The 

fundamental problem with the Trustee’s second new claim is that it conflicts with 

Minnesota law regarding trusts. Under Minnesota law, where the terms of a trust are 

unambiguous, the subsequent operation of the trust is irrelevant to determining its nature. 

The Trustee’s amended complaint concedes that the trust’s formation documents 

unambiguously identified the trust as an irrevocable trust. The Trustee’s amended 

complaint contains no allegation of ambiguity. Accordingly, the Trustee’s allegations 

regarding post-formation operation are irrelevant as a matter law and the Trustee’s 

second new claim fails as a matter of law.  

All of the Trustee’s efforts in this case cannot solve his fundamental problem: 

Debtor did not engage in transfers of interest during the two years preceding his petition. 

Section 548 avoidance is a shoe that does not fit the facts of this case. No amount of legal 

contortion will change this simple, but dispositive, fact. 
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For these reasons, and likely more, the Trustee’s amended complaint fails as a 

matter of law. The Court should dismiss the Trustee’s amended complaint with prejudice. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

When ruling on a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim pursuant to Rule 

12(b)(6) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, a court must accept the facts alleged in 

the complaint as true and grant all reasonable inferences in favor of the plaintiff. 

Mulvenon v. Greenwood, 643 F.3d 653, 656 (8th Cir.2011). Although a pleading is not 

required to contain detailed factual allegations, "[a] pleading that offers `labels and 

conclusions’ or ‘a formulaic recitation of the elements of a cause of action will not 

do.’” Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 129 S.Ct. 1937, 1949, 173 L.Ed.2d 868 (2009) 

(quoting Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555, 127 S.Ct. 1955, 167 L.Ed.2d 929 

(2007)). “To survive a motion to dismiss, a complaint must contain sufficient factual 

matter, accepted as true, to ‘state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.’” Id. 

(quoting Twombly, 550 U.S. at 570, 127 S.Ct. 1955). “A claim has facial plausibility 

when the plaintiff pleads factual content that allows the court to draw the reasonable 

inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.” Id. The court “generally 

may not consider materials outside the pleadings,” but “[i]t may ... consider some public 

records, materials that do not contradict the complaint, or materials that are ‘necessarily 

embraced by the pleadings.’” Noble Sys. Corp. v. Alorica Cent., LLC, 543 F.3d 978, 982 

(8th Cir.2008) (quoting Porous Media Corp. v. Pall Corp., 186 F.3d 1077, 1079 (8th Cir. 

1999)). Moreover, it is well established that where an affirmative defense is established 

from the face of the complaint, dismissal under 12(b) is warranted. See, e.g., Wycoff v. 
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Menke, 773 F.2d 983, 984 (8th Cir. 1985); 5B Wright & Miller, Federal Practice & 

Procedure § 1357 (3. Ed. 2004 & 2006 Supp) (a “complaint is subject to dismissal under 

Rule 12(b)(6) when its allegations indicate the existence of an affirmative defense that 

will bar award of any remedy.”). 

ARGUMENT 

I. The Trustee’s § 548 Claim Fails As A Matter Of Law. 

The Trustee’s § 548 claim fails as a matter of law because the complaint fails to 

state a § 548 claim upon which relief may be granted. Further, the Trustee lacks standing 

to assert his § 548 claim because Monyet is not debtor in this (or any other) bankruptcy 

case. 

A. The Complaint Fails To State A Claim For § 548 Relief Because It 
Fails To Allege A Transfer Of Debtor’s Interest To Browne Within 
The Past Two Years. 

The amended complaint fails to state a claim for § 548 relief. The principal rules 

governing fraudulent transfers are found in 11 U.S.C. § 548, which provides in pertinent 

part: “The trustee may avoid any transfer … of an interest of the debtor in property… that 

was made or incurred on or within 2 years before the date of the filing of the petition….” 

11 U.S.C. § 548(a)(1). Thus, § 548 establishes a bright-line rule: if Debtor transferred an 

interest in his property within the two years preceding his petition, then that transfer is 

subject to the provisions of § 548; if not, then there is no transfer subject to § 548 

avoidance. The Trustee’s amended complaint fails to allege a transfer of Debtor’s interest 

in property to Browne that occurred with the two years preceding Debtor’s petition. The 
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Trustee’s amended complaint therefore fails to state a claim upon which relief may be 

granted under § 548. 

The complaint does not allege that Debtor transferred assets to Browne during the 

two years preceding Debtor’s petition. Rather, the complaint alleges that Monyet 

transferred assets to Browne during that time. The complaint thus fails to allege any 

transfers from Debtor to Browne within the two years prior to Debtor’s petition. For this 

reason, the Trustee’s § 548 claim fails as a matter of law. 

According to the allegations in the amend complaint, Debtor transferred funds to 

Monyet prior to § 548’s two-year reachback period. As a matter of law, Debtor’s 

transfers were perfected and his interest in the transferred funds was extinguished when 

the checks he issued to Monyet were honored by Monyet’s bank. See, e.g., Barnhill v. 

Johnson, 503 U.S 393, 399 (1992) (for the purposes of fraudulent conveyance statutes, a 

transfer of interest in funds is perfected when a check is honored by the payee’s bank). 

There is no allegation in the Trustee’s amended complaint that any of Debtor’s transfers 

occurred within the 2-year reachback period established by § 548.2  

There is no factual allegation in the complaint that Monyet’s assets were an 

interest of the Debtor’s, to be contrasted with an interest of Monyet’s. For example, there 

                                              

2 The most recent date for a transfer into Monyet, LLC’s Scottrade account alleged in the 
complaint is August 2012. Amended Complaint, ¶ 13.  However, as acknowledged in the 
amended complaint, this was an inter-company transfer from a bank account held in the 
name of Monyet, LLC to a Monyet, LLC brokerage account. Id. The Complaint is 
conspicuously silent on when the last transfer from Debtor—or Alpha Law Firm LLC—
to Monyet occurred. It does not allege such a transfer within the two years preceding 
Debtor’s petition. 
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is no allegation that Debtor was listed as an owner on the contracts of deposit between 

Monyet and its various financial institutions. Nor are there other relevant factual 

allegations which would give rise to a plausible inference that Monyet’s assets were an 

actual interest of the Debtor. The absence of such allegations prevents the Court from 

declaring that Monyet’s assets were owned by Debtor. 

As for Browne’s status with respect to the transfers: at the very most, Browne is a 

“mediate” transferee of Debtor’s funds, as the term is used in 11 U.S.C. § 550(a)(2). 

Debtor transferred funds to Monyet, and Monyet eventually transferred funds to Browne. 

However, because Debtor’s initial transfer of funds to Monyet occurred well outside of 

the 2-year reachback period in § 548, there is no § 550 basis for avoiding subsequent 

transfers to Browne. See id. (“to the extent that a transfer is avoided under section … 

548....”). 

The Trustee’s complaint goes to great lengths to impugn Debtor and to contend 

that he is Monyet’s alter ego. Neither the Trustee’s name calling nor the Trustee’s alter 

ego allegations can rescue the Trustee’s inherently-flawed § 548 claim. The ad hominem 

attacks have literally no relevance to the legal standard governing the Trustee’s § 548 

claim.  

The Trustee’s alter ego allegations are equally irrelevant; a determination that 

Monyet is Debtor’s alter ego would not “transmogrify [Monyet’s] funds” into an “interest 

of the debtor.” Grimmett v. McCloskey (In re Wardle), No. S-01-1000, Adv. P. No. S-03-
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01467, 2006 WL 6811026 (B.A.P. 9th Cir. Jan. 31, 2006).3 As the Eighth Circuit opined 

in Ozark, an “alter ego action … does not entail invalidating transfers of interest, but 

instead imputes the obligations of one party to another regardless of any ‘transfers.’” In 

re Ozark Equip., Co., Inc., 816 F.2d 1222, 1229 (8th Cir. 1987); see also In re Przbysz, 

No. 12-adv-80175 (Bankr. W.D. Mich. Nov. 29, 2012) (“Invoking the [alter ego] doctrine 

simply permits the successful proponent to assert a claim against the supposed alter-ego; 

it does not magically permit the court to substantively consolidate assets and 

liabilities.”).4 

Thus, while an alter ego finding might allow one or more of Debtor’s creditors to 

access Monyet’s funds to satisfy Debtor’s obligations, nothing about an alter ego finding 

would cause Monyet’s funds to become an “interest of the Debtor” for the purposes of § 

548, as the Courts in Wardle and Przbysz held under substantially identical 

circumstances. The Trustee’s § 548 claim fails as a matter of law. 

B. The Trustee Lacks Standing To Bring A § 548 Avoidance Action On 
Behalf Of Monyet. 

An unusual feature of the Trustee’s theory of recovery is that Monyet is not a 

debtor in this case, or in any other bankruptcy proceeding for that matter. The transfers 

                                              

3 In Wardle, the panel affirmed a decision of the bankruptcy court in which it ruled that a 
trustee of a corporation's shareholder did not have standing to avoid a transfer made from 
a nondebtor corporation to another corporate investor and purported shareholder. 
 
4 In Przbysz, the bankruptcy court held that the trustee of a member of a limited liability 
company (“LLC”) could not resort to alter ego veil-piercing to avoid transfers from a 
non-debtor limited liability company to a third-party. 
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the Trustee seeks to avoid are not transfers of the Debtor’s funds to Browne, but those of 

Monyet to Browne. This unusual feature gives rise to another fatal defect in the Trustee’s 

§ 548 claim: lack of standing. The Trustee lacks standing to assert a § 548 avoidance 

action on behalf of Monyet against Browne, because: (1) Monyet is not a debtor in this 

bankruptcy case; and (2) Monyet’s assets do not include a § 548 chose in action against 

Browne. 

1. The Trustee Lacks Standing To Assert A § 548 Avoidance 
Action On Behalf Of Monyet Against Browne Because Monyet 
Is Not A Debtor In This Bankruptcy Case. 

The Trustee lacks standing to assert a § 548 avoidance action on behalf of Monyet 

against Browne because Monyet is not a debtor in this bankruptcy case. Section 704 of 

the Bankruptcy Code outlines the duties of a Chapter 7 trustee and requires the trustee to 

“collect and reduce to money the property of the estate for which the trustee serves….” 

11 U.S.C. § 704(1) (emphasis added). Nothing in the Code empowers a trustee to collect 

and reduce to money the property of third parties, such as Monyet or to “selectively 

enforce a bankruptcy cause of action that would belong to [Monyet’s] estate pursuant to § 

541,” only if Monyet were to become a debtor in bankruptcy. Wardle, 2006 WL 

6811026. A § 548 avoidance action with respect to a transfer of interest from Monyet to 

Browne would belong to Monyet’s trustee only if Monyet were to become a debtor in 

bankruptcy. The Trustee in this case, “does not have standing to avoid transfers made 

from a nondebtor corporation to a third party … pursuant to … § 548.” Id. 

2. Even If Debtor’s Estate Accessed Monyet’s Assets Through An 
Alter Ego Finding, The Trustee Would Nevertheless Lack 
Standing To Assert A § 548 Avoidance Action On Behalf Of 
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Monyet Against Browne Because Non-Debtor Monyet Does Not 
Possess A § 548 Chose In Action Against Browne. 

An alter ego finding might allow one or more of Debtor’s creditors to access 

Monyet’s assets in order to satisfy their claims against Debtor. However, a § 548 

avoidance action does not exist under nonbankruptcy law and Monyet is not a debtor in 

bankruptcy. Id. As such, Monyet does not possess a § 548 chose in action which Debtor’s 

creditors can seize. Such choses in action can only belong to debtors in bankruptcy and 

Monyet is not a debtor in bankruptcy. Id. Thus, in this case, even if the estate gained 

access to Monyet’s assets via an alter ego finding, Monyet does not possess a § 548 

avoidance action against Browne that the Trustee can seize and assert. Id. The Trustee 

cannot possibly have standing to assert a non-existent § 548 claim against Browne. The 

Trustee’s § 548 claim fails as a matter of law. 

II. The Trustee’s Alter Ego Claim Fails As A Matter Of Law. 

In apparent recognition of the fatal defects in his § 548 avoidance action, the 

Trustee further alleges that Monyet is Debtor’s alter ego. Thus, according to the Trustee, 

the Court should merge Monyet’s and Debtor’s identities for the sake of applying § 548. 

The Trustee’s alter ego claim fails as a matter of law for the reasons stated below. 

A. The Trustee’s Equitable Alter Ego Claim Cannot Override Express 
Provisions Of The Bankruptcy Code. 

The most patent difficulty with the Trustee’s alter ego claim is that it purports to 

redefine the term “debtor” in a manner that is at odds with Congress’s carefully-wrought 

definition. In essence, the Trustee would have the Court blue-pencil the definition of 

“debtor” to include a debtor’s “affiliates” (another defined term), or any other entity that 
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might qualify as an alter ego under applicable non-bankruptcy law. The Bankruptcy 

Code’s plain language does not include such an expansive definition. Indeed, because the 

term “debtor” appears throughout the statute, accepting the Trustee’s extravagant 

definition would introduce considerable uncertainty into commercial transactions, both 

before and after bankruptcy.  

As one bankruptcy court observed in response to a substantially-identical 

application of the alter ego doctrine to § 548 avoidance: 

Accepting the trustee’s definition would expand federal 
bankruptcy jurisdiction over persons and property pursuant to 
28 U.S.C. § 1334, render numerous affiliate transactions 
voidable under 11 U.S.C. § 362, expand substantive rights 
under Chapter 5, and invite a host of other unintended and 
unpredictable consequences. Indeed, neither the Supreme 
Court nor Congress could accomplish such an expansion even 
through the federal rule making process, so it should come as 
no surprise that this Court could not accomplish the same result 
through judicial fiat. See 28 U.S.C. § 2075 (bankruptcy rules 
shall not "abridge, enlarge, or modify any substantive right"). 
Accepting the Trustee's expanded definition of "debtor" would 
also require the court to push the state law alter ego doctrine 
beyond “the frontiers of established state law.” ALT Hotel, 
LLC. v. DiamondRock Allerton Owner, LLC (In re ALT Hotel, 
LLC), 2012 WL 4361434 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 2012) (declining to 
apply inside reverse veil piercing because Delaware state law 
did not clearly recognize the doctrine). 

In re Pryzbysz, No. 12-80175 (W.D. Mich., Nov. 29, 2012). 

It is hornbook law that a bankruptcy court’s equitable powers under § 105(a) do 

“not allow the bankruptcy court to override explicit mandates of other sections of the 

Bankruptcy Code.” Law v. Siegel, 134 S. Ct. 1188, 1194 (2014). It is equally clear that 

veil piercing is an “exercise of equitable power.” See, e.g., Int’l Fin. Servs. Corp. v. 
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Chromas Techs. Can., Inc., 356 F.3d 731, 737 (7th Cir. 2004). The Supreme Court has 

not hesitated to remind the lower courts, especially bankruptcy courts, that where the 

language of the statute is plain, the court’s interpretive task generally ends. Lamie v. 

United States, 540 U.S. 526, 534 (2004) (citing cases).  

Here, the plain language of the Bankruptcy Code commands dismissal of the 

Trustee’s alter ego claim to the extent he seeks to avoid and recover transfers made by 

Monyet, rather than Debtor. See 11 U.S.C. § 548(a)(1) (authorizing a trustee to avoid 

“any transfer of an interest of the debtor in property.”). The term “debtor” is defined as 

that “person or municipality concerning which a case under this title has been 

commenced.” 11 U.S.C. § 101(13). In this case, the Debtor is Paul Hansmeier. Without 

resorting to the state law alter ego doctrine, the language of the statute upon which the 

Trustee relies dooms his efforts to recover transfers that Monyet may have made. See, 

e.g., In re Summers, 320 B.R. 630 (Bankr. E.D. Mich. 2005) (dismissing cause of action 

brought by shareholder’s bankruptcy trustee to avoid transfers of the shareholder’s 

wholly-owned corporation).  

The Court must decline the Trustee’s invitation to invoke its equitable powers to 

redefine § 101’s definition of “Debtor,” as that term is used throughout the Bankruptcy 

Code. The Trustee’s alter ego claim fails as a matter of law. 

B. The Trustee Lacks Standing To Asset The Alter Ego Claim Because 
The Alter Ego Cause of Action Is Not Property Of Debtor’s Estate. 

The Trustee lacks standing to assert his alter ego claim because the Debtor’s estate 

does not include an alter ego claim against Monyet and because the complaint fails to 
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allege that Moneyt’s existence injured Debtor. The Eighth Circuit has expressly ruled that 

Chapter 7 Trustees lack standing to assert alter ego claims because alter ego claims are 

not the property of a debtor’s estate. Rather, alter ego claims belong to a debtor’s 

creditors. 

1. Property Of The Estate Includes All Legal Or Equitable 
Interests Of The Debtor In Property As Of The Commencement 
Of The Case. 

Section 704 of the Bankruptcy Code requires a Chapter 7 trustee to “collect and 

reduce to money the property of the estate for which the trustee serves․” 11 U.S.C. § 

704(1) (emphasis added). Section 541(a)(1) defines “property of the estate” to include 

“all legal or equitable interests of the debtor in property as of the commencement of the 

case.” Id. § 541(a)(1). Causes of action belonging to the debtor prior to bankruptcy 

constitute estate property, and §704(1) grants the bankruptcy trustee the authority to 

pursue such causes of action.  

Whether a particular cause of action is available to the debtor, and thus constitutes 

“property of the estate,” is determined by state law. See, e.g., Butner v. United States, 440 

U.S. 48, 99 (1979). Thus, if applicable law allows Debtor to assert an alter ego claim, the 

claim is property of the estate, and the Trustee has standing to assert it against Monyet. 

2. In Minnesota, Alter Ego Claims Belong To A Debtor’s 
Creditors, Not The Debtor. 
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In Minnesota5, courts employ a “two-step analysis” to determine whether an 

“entity is the alter ego of an individual.” U.S. v. Scherping, 187 F.3d 796, 802 (8th Cir. 

1999). “In the first step, the court considers the relationship between the individual and 

the entity….” Id. “[I]n the second step, the court considers the relationship between the 

entity and the party that seeks to disregard it; only if the entity has operated in a 

fraudulent or unjust manner toward that party will the entity be disregarded.” Id. Thus, 

“the obligations and liabilities of an action to pierce the corporate veil in [Minnesota] do 

not run to the [Debtor], but to third parties, e.g. creditors of the [Debtor].” Ozark, 816 

F.2d at 1225. Further, “the ‘alter ego doctrine’ of piercing the corporate veil: 

fastens liability on the individual who uses a corporation 
merely as an instrumentality to conduct his own personal 
business, and such liability arises from fraud or injustice 
perpetrated not on the corporation but on third persons dealing 
with the corporation.  The corporate form may be disregarded 
only where equity requires the action to assist a third 
party.  Accordingly, a sole shareholder may not choose to 
ignore the corporate entity when it suits his convenience. 

Id. (citing 1 Fletcher Cyclopedia on the Law of Private Corporations § 41.10, at 397 

(1983)). “Because the corporate entity will be disregarded under [Minnesota] law only if 

it has abused to the detriment of a third person, and because the nature of the alter ego 

theory of piercing the corporate veil makes it one personal to the creditors rather than the 

                                              

5 Although Monyet LLC is a Delaware limited liability company, the Mill Trust is 
formed under the laws of the State of Minnesota. Accordingly, Minnesota law applies to 
the Trustee’s attempt to pierce the veil of the Mill Trust, while Delaware law applies to 
the Trustee’s attempt to pierce the veil of Monyet LLC. However, because both Delaware 
and Minnesota law are “personal to creditors,” the Ozark standing analysis is the same 
under the laws of either state. 
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[debtor] itself, it is axiomatic that the claim does not become property of the estate under 

Section 541(a)(1)....”  

3. The Trustee Lacks Standing To Pursue His Alter Ego Claim. 

“No provision of the Code gives the trustee … standing to assert [an] alter ego 

claim.” Id. at 1230. The Trustee lacks standing to bring his alter ego claim in this case 

because Debtor has never had standing to assert an alter ego claim against Monyet. The 

obligations and liabilities of an action to pierce Monyet’s veil run to Debtor’s creditors, 

not to Debtor himself. As the Eighth Circuit recognized in Ozark, the nature of alter ego 

veil piercing makes it one personal to Debtor’s creditors, rather than Debtor himself. An 

alter ego chose of action for piercing the corporate veil of Monyet is not within Debtor’s 

estate. Therefore, the Trustee lacks standing to pursue a claim for alter ego veil piercing 

in this case. 

Indeed, the gravamen of the complaint goes exclusively to how Debtor’s creditors 

were allegedly harmed by Monyet’s existence, rather than how Debtor, himself, was 

harmed. The complaint is devoid of any allegation of a specific harm to Debtor’s own 

interests as a legal person that would give him a right to recover from Monyet on a viable 

legal theory. See In re Senior Cottages of America, LLC, 320 B.R. 895, 900-901 (Bankr. 

D. Minn. 2005) (holding that the trustee lacked standing to bring an adversary proceeding 

where the complaint failed to allege a specific harm to debtor’s own interests as a legal 

person). Therefore, the Trustee lacks standing to pursue a claim for alter ego veil piercing 

in this case. 
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C. “Transfer Avoidance” Is Not An Available Remedy Under The Alter 
Ego Doctrine. 

Even if the Trustee had standing to assert an alter ego claim, “[a]n alter ego action 

… does not entail invalidating a transfer of interest, but instead imputes the obligations of 

one party to another regardless of any ‘transfers.’” Ozark, 816 F.2d at 1229. The remedy 

available under alter ego “veil piercing” is to make one party liable for the obligations of 

another—in this case, making Monyet liable for Debtor’s obligation to a creditor—not to 

rewrite the Bankruptcy Code to assist in “invalidating a transfer of interest.” Id. 

“Although this result may seem harsh” in cases where “the corporate structure was 

abused, an opposite result would contradict the Code’s directives.” Id. at 1230.  

“As such, a finding that [Monyet] is the alter ego of [Debtor] only imposes 

liability directly on [Monyet] thereby allowing [Monyet’s] assets to be used to satisfy 

[Debtors’] debts. To the extent that [Debtor] and [Monyet] are one entity, they are only 

regarded as one for the purposes of execution.” Wardle, 2006 WL 6811026. A 

determination that Monyet is Debtor’s alter ego would not “transmogrify [Monyet’s] 

funds” into an “interest of the debtor.” Id. An “alter ego action … does not entail 

invalidating transfers of interest, but instead imputes the obligations of one party to 

another regardless of any ‘transfers.’” In re Ozark Equip. Co., 816 F.2d at 1229; see also 

Przbysz (“Invoking the [alter ego] doctrine simply permits the successful proponent to 

assert a claim against the supposed alter-ego; it does not magically permit the court to 

substantively consolidate assets and liabilities.”). Nothing in the alter ego doctrine 
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provides the remedy the Trustee seeks here. The Trustee’s alter ego claim fails as a 

matter of law. 

D. The Court Cannot Conclude That Delaware Would Permit A Reverse 
Corporate Veil Piercing Claim Of The Kind The Trustee Has Alleged. 

The Court cannot conclude that that Delaware would permit a reverse corporate 

veil piercing claim of the kind the Trustee has alleged. As a result, the Trustee’s alter ego 

claim fails as a matter of law. 

1. Delaware Law Is The Applicable Law Under The Internal 
Affairs Doctrine. 

Delaware law applies to the Trustee’s veil piercing claims against Monyet, as 

Monyet LLC was organized under the laws of Delaware. Minnesota applies the internal 

affairs doctrine. See, e.g., Rupp v. Thompson, No. C5-03-347, 2004 WL 3563775, at *3 

(D. Minn. Mar. 17, 2004). Under the internal affairs doctrine, “the law of the state of 

incorporation normally determines issues relating to the internal affairs of the 

corporation.” Rupp, 2004 WL 3563775, at *3. The rationale for the internal affairs 

doctrine is that “only one State should have the authority to regulate a corporation’s 

internal affairs-matters peculiar to the relationships among or between the corporation 

and its current officers, directors, and shareholders-because otherwise a corporation could 

be faced with conflicting demands.” Edgar v. MITE Corp., 457 U.S. 624, 645 (1982). 

Courts have consistently applied the internal affairs doctrine to piercing the 

corporate veil issues. The Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws states that “The 

local law of the state of incorporation will be applied to determine the existence and 

extent of a shareholder’s liability to the corporation for assessments or contributions and 
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to its creditors for corporate debts.” Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws § 307. 

Most courts have adopted this position and applied the internal affairs doctrine as their 

choice of law for piercing the corporate veil. See Kalb, Voorhis & Co. v. Am. Fin. Corp., 

8 F.3d 130, 132 (2d Cir. 1993) (“The law of the state of incorporation determines when 

the corporate form will be disregarded and liability will be imposed on shareholders. . . 

.”); Judson Atkinson Candies, Inc. v. Latini-Hohberger Dhimantec, 529 F.3d 371, 378 

(7th Cir. 2008) (determining that under both Texas and Illinois law, “the law of the state 

of incorporation governs [veil piercing claims]”); Guinan v. A.I. DuPont Hosp. for 

Children, 597 F. Supp. 2d 485, 495 (E.D. Pa. 2009) (applying the law of the state of 

incorporation to veil piercing claim); Tomlinson v. Combined Underwriters Life Ins. Co., 

No. 08-CV-259, 2009 WL 2601940, at *3 (N.D. Okla. Aug. 21, 2009) (finding that “the 

law of the state of incorporation determines whether a corporate veil may be pierced”); In 

re Bridge Info. Sys., Inc., 325 B.R. 824, 830–31 (Bankr. E.D. Mo. 2005) (applying the 

law of the state of incorporation to veil piercing claims). 

2. The Trustee Is Asserting A Reverse Insider Veil Piercing Claim. 

Traditionally, courts employ the doctrine of piercing the corporate veil to hold 

shareholders, who would otherwise have no liability for corporate debts, liable for those 

debts. See Stephen B. Presser, Piercing the Corporate Veil § 1:1 at 8-9 (2011); 1 Philip I. 

Blumberg, et al., Blumberg on Corporate Groups § 10.02 at 10-5 to -6 (2007 Supp.); 1 

William Meade Fletcher, Cyclopedia of Corporations § 41 at 111 (2006 rev.). Some 

jurisdictions also recognize a form of "piercing the veil in ‘reverse.’” Fletcher, supra, § 

41.70 at 255. In the typical reverse piercing case, a corporation will be held liable for the 
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debts of a corporate insider, a shareholder or a subsidiary. Id.; see also Blumberg, supra, 

§ 14.07[A] at 14-21; Gregory S. Crespi, The Reverse Pierce Doctrine: Applying 

Appropriate Standards, 16 J. Corp. L. 33, 36 (1990). 

Reverse piercing claims fall into one of two categories depending on who is 

asserting the claim. Crespi, supra, at 37. “Outside” reverse piercing claims are claims in 

which a third party—a creditor or bankruptcy trustee—is making the alter ego claim, 

either to hold the corporation liable for the acts of its shareholder or subsidiary. 1 

Blumberg, supra, § 14.07[A] at 14-22; Crespi, supra, at 37; 1 Fletcher, supra, § 41.70 at 

258. “Inside” piercing claims, by contrast, are typically claims in which the corporate 

insider, the shareholder or subsidiary, wants to be considered the alter ego of the 

corporation to assert a corporate claim against a third party. 1 Blumberg, supra, § 

14.07[A] at 14-21; Crespi, supra, at 37; 1 Fletcher, supra, § 41.70 at 258. 

The Trustee’s piercing claim is unusual, defying easy classification. Ordinarily a 

reverse piercing claim brought by a bankruptcy trustee would be considered outside 

reverse piercing because it would seek to recover corporate assets for the benefit of the 

estate. Here, however, the Trustee is seeking to stand in Debtor’s shoes and pierce the 

corporate veil of Monyet LLC to assert a corporate claim against Browne. This has all of 

the characteristics of an “inside” reverse piercing. Crespi, supra, at 37; 1 Fletcher, supra, 

§ 41.70 at 258. 

3. Courts Are Overwhelmingly Hostile To Inside Reverse Piercing. 

A “significant minority” of courts reject outside reverse piercing, 1 Blumberg 

supra, § 14.07[C] at 14-29, and courts “are overwhelmingly hostile” to inside reverse 
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piercing, id. § 14.07[B] at 14-22. These courts reason that insiders who benefit from 

incorporation should not be able to deny corporate existence later on when the corporate 

form “works to their detriment or disadvantage.” 1 Fletcher, supra, § 41.20 at 158; see, 

e.g., Liberty Prop. Trust v. Republic Props. Corp., 577 F.3d 335, 340 (D.C. Cir. 

2009); Spartan Tube & Steel, Inc. v. Himmelspach (In re RCS Engineered Prods. 

Co.), 102 F.3d 223, 226 (6th Cir.1996) (concluding that Michigan would not permit 

reverse piercing in part because the corporate veil is never pierced “for the benefit of the 

corporation or its stockholders”); McCarthy v. Azure, 22 F.3d 351, 363 (1st Cir.1994); In 

re Rehab. of Centaur Ins. Co., 632 N.E.2d 1015, 1018 (Ill. 1994) (Illinois 

law);  JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. v. Malarkey, 65 A.D.3d 718, 721, 884 N.Y.S.2d 787, 

791 (2009) (New York law).  

4. Delaware Has Never Accepted Reverse Veil Piercing. 

Delaware itself has never recognized any form of reverse piercing. Only four 

decisions, none of them published, even mention the theory. Of these, two note without 

comment that a party is attempting to employ reverse piercing. See Abbey v. Skokos, No. 

Civ.A. 2207-N, 2006 WL 2987006, at *1 (Del.Ch. Oct. 10, 2006); IM2 Merchandising & 

Mfg., Inc. v. Tirex Corp., No. CIV.A.18077, 2000 WL 1664168, at *4 n. 11 (Del.Ch. 

Nov. 02, 2000). One specifically declines to say whether Delaware would recognize 

reverse piercing. See MicroStrategy Inc. v. Acacia Research Corp., No. 5735-VCP, 2010 

WL 5550455, at *12 n. 90 (Del.Ch. Dec. 30, 2010). And the fourth observes that the 

plaintiff “seems to be trying to pierce its own corporate veil, which would be unusual to 
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say the least.” See Case Fin., Inc. v. Alden, No. 1184-VCP, 2009 WL 2581873, at *4 

(Del. Ch. Aug. 21, 2009). 

Not only has Delaware never accepted reverse piercing, but the general tenor of 

Delaware corporate law suggests its acceptance would be doubtful. Delaware has an 

exceptionally strong policy of respecting the corporate form. Alliance Data Sys. Corp. v. 

Blackstone Capital Partners V.L.P., 963 A.2d 746, 769 (Del. Ch.), aff'd without op., 976 

A.2d 170 (Del. 2009); see also Teleglobe USA Inc. v. BCE Inc. (In re Teleglobe 

Commc'ns Corp.), 493 F.3d 345, 371 (3d Cir. 2007) (calling this “a bedrock principle of 

corporate law in Delaware”); Case Fin., 2009 WL 2581873, at *4 (declaring that 

“Delaware courts take the corporate form and corporate formalities very seriously”). 

“The courts of Delaware” therefore “do not easily pierce the corporate veil,” even when 

the piercing claim is a conventional one. In re Phillips Petroleum Sec. Litig., 738 F.Supp. 

825, 838 (D.Del.1990); see also Wallace, 752 A.2d at 1183 (noting that convincing a 

Delaware court to pierce the corporate veil is “a difficult task” (internal quotation 

omitted)). Reverse piercing, a step beyond the conventional, would cut against the grain 

of what has rightly been called “[t]he conservative nature of Delaware veil piercing law.” 

Presser, supra, § 2:8 at 211 n. 1.  

5. This Court Should Decline The Trustee’s Invitation To Create 
Innovations In Delaware Corporate Law. 

The Trustee’s piercing claim here requires this Court to predict how the Delaware 

Supreme Court would rule, faced not only with a claim for reverse piercing but for a 

claim that bears all of the hallmarks of inside reverse piercing. When prediction is 
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difficult or impossible, however, a federal court should hesitate before venturing beyond 

the frontiers of established state law, J.S. Sweet Co. v. Sika Chem. Corp., 400 F.3d 1028, 

1034 (7th Cir.2005); King v. Damiron Corp., 113 F.3d 93, 97 (7th Cir.1997), and in the 

absence of guidance should generally adopt an interpretation that restricts liability rather 

than expands it. 

With no guidance from any Delaware court, with Delaware taking a generally 

conservative approach to corporate veil piercing, and with other states “overwhelmingly 

hostile” to inside reverse piercing, 1 Blumberg, supra, § 14.07[B] at 14-22, it would be 

inappropriate for this Court, a Minnesota Bankruptcy Court, to find that Delaware would 

recognize inside reverse piercing, moving Delaware law in a direction that Delaware's 

own courts have not yet gone. See King, 113 F.3d at 97 (affirming decision not to 

recognize a new doctrine under Connecticut law when Connecticut had not “touched on 

the issue” and cases elsewhere were split); see, e.g., Floyd v. I.R.S., 151 F.3d 1295, 1300 

(10th Cir. 1998) (refusing to recognize reverse piercing without guidance from Kansas 

courts); RCS, 102 F.3d at 225 (refusing to recognize reverse piercing when no Michigan 

court had addressed the issue and other courts had “reached varying results”); Cascade 

Energy & Metals Corp. v. Banks, 896 F.2d 1557, 1577 (10th Cir. 1990) (refusing to 

recognize reverse piercing without guidance from Utah courts); Estate of Daily v. Title 

Guar. Escrow Serv., Inc., 178 B.R. 837, 844 (D. Haw. 1995) (refusing to recognize 

reverse piercing without guidance from Hawaii courts). State courts, not federal courts, 

are the place for innovations in state law. Great Cent. Ins. Co. v. Insurance Servs. Office, 

Inc., 74 F.3d 778, 786 (7th Cir. 1996). 
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6. In The Alternative, The Delaware Supreme Court’s Decision In 
CML Bars The Trustee’s Theory Of Recovery. 

In the alternative, the Delaware Supreme Court’s decision in CML bars the 

Trustee’s theory of recovery. CML V, LLC v. Bax, 28 A.3d 1037 (De. 2011). In CML, the 

Delaware Supreme Court analyzed the derivative standing provisions of the Delaware 

Limited Liability Company Act, and held that the unambiguous language of the Act 

limited “derivative standing in LLCs exclusively to ‘member[s]’ or ‘assignee[s]’.” Id. at 

1041 (emphasis in the original). Thus, under Delaware law, only a member of Monyet or 

an assignee of a Monyet membership interest would have standing to assert a claim on 

behalf of Monyet. The Trustee’s complaint does not allege that Debtor is a member or an 

assignee of a membership interest with respect to Monyet. Rather, the Trustee’s 

complaint alleges that Debtor is an alter ego of Monyet. Accordingly, the Trustee lacks 

standing to assert a § 548 claim on Monyet’s behalf, against Browne. 

In this case, an essential feature of the Trustee’s theory of recovery is the Trustee’s 

apparent assumption that an alter ego finding would confer the Trustee with standing to 

assert a § 548 claim on behalf of Monyet against Browne. Yet, in CML, the Delaware 

Supreme Court held that not even creditors of a Delaware LLC possess standing to assert 

claims on behalf of a Delaware LLC, much less a bankruptcy trustee. The Delaware 

Supreme Court rejected equitable, constitutional and legal challenges to this 

interpretation of the Delaware Limited Liability Company Act, and held that, unlike 

Delaware corporations, Delaware LLC’s are not associated with the equitable principles 

that existed at the time of the High Court of Chancery of Great Britain.  
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Applying the CML Court’s reasoning, it is plain that the Trustee lacks standing to 

pursue a § 548 claim on Monyet’s behalf against Browne, irrespective of an alter ego 

finding. Only members of a Delaware LLC (or their assignees) possess the power to 

bring a claim on behalf of the company. The plain language of the Delaware Limited 

Liability Company Act, as interpreted by the Delaware Supreme Court, limits derivative 

standing to members and assignees of membership interests. Nothing in the Delaware 

Limited Liability Company Act or in the CML decision even remotely suggests an 

equitable “alter ego” exception to the plain language of Delaware law.6 

III. The Trustee’s Claim For A Declaration That Monyet’s Assets Are Debtor’s 
Assets Fails As A Matter Of Law Because The Amended Complaint Contains 
No Allegations That Would Give Rise To This Finding And Because A 
Reassignment Of Property Rights Is Beyond The Court’s Equitable 
Jurisdiction. 

The Trustee’s first claim for declaratory relief asks the Court to declare that “funds 

transferred by the Debtor into the Monyet Scottrade Account were always the property of 

the Debtor.” Amended Complaint, ¶ 84. In so doing the Trustee asks this Court to take a 

bold step in a new direction allowing a “set aside” of a corporation to establish a 

fraudulent transfer.  In that same paragraph the Trustee cites the United States Supreme 

Court’s equitable subordination case of Pepper v. Litten as though it supports this new 

direction. It does not. The defendant has not found any case law which would allow for 

                                              

6 Indeed, based on the CML court’s reasoning, it is unclear whether the equitable doctrine 
of alter ego/veil-piercing has any application to Delaware limited liability companies. It 
does not appear that a single Delaware court has ever “pierced the veil” of a Delaware 
limited liability company. 
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such a draconian reading of the Bankruptcy Code.  Additionally, the Trustee’s claim fails 

as a matter of law because the amended complaint contains no factual allegations that 

would give rise to such a finding.  

The Trustee’s amended complaint affirmatively alleges that Monyet is a limited 

liability company organized under the laws of the State of Delaware. Amended 

Complaint, ¶ 7. The amended complaint affirmatively alleges that Monyet’s sole member 

was the Mill Trust, Id., ¶ 9, and that the Mill Trust’s beneficiaries were Debtor’s family 

members, but not Debtor. Id., ¶ 10. The amended complaint affirmatively alleges that the 

Scottrade brokerage account, i.e. the account from which funds were transferred to 

Browne, was opened in the name of Monyet, LLC. Id., ¶ 11.  

As a matter of law, Debtor’s interest in the funds he transferred to Monyet was 

extinguished when the checks he issued to Monyet were honored by Monyet’s bank. See, 

e.g., Barnhill v. Johnson, 503 U.S 393, 399 (1992) (for the purposes of fraudulent 

conveyance statutes, a transfer of interest in funds is perfected when a check is honored 

by the payee’s bank). There is no allegation in the Trustee’s amended complaint that 

Debtor was listed as an owner on any of the contracts of deposit between Monyet and its 

financial institutions. There is not even an allegation that Debtor owned Monyet, or that 

Debtor was a beneficiary of the Mill Trust. In short, there is no factual allegation in the 

amended complaint that would plausibly give rise to the legal conclusion that Debtor 

owned the funds in the Monyet Scottrade account. 

All the Trustee does is allege that Debtor exercised significant control over the 

funds in the Monyet Scottrade Account. But Debtor was Monyet’s sole manager. 
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Amended Complaint, ¶ 7. The natural duties of a manger include controlling the property 

of a limited liability company. Section 18-402 of the Delaware Limited Liability 

Company Act, for example, provides that the management of a limited liability company 

may be “vested in the manager who shall be chosen in the manner provided in the limited 

liability company agreement.” While the Trustee apparently takes issue with the 

decisions that Debtor made as Monyet’s manager, the Trustee has no standing to 

complain about those transfers. None of Debtor’s creditors were Monyet’s creditors. 

Debtor has never, for example, possessed a claim for breach of fiduciary duty against 

himself; the estate does not possess one either. 

Rather, the only person who has standing to complain about the transfers from 

Monyet is the Mill Trust’s trustee, i.e. Browne. Amended Complaint, ¶ 8. The Trustee’s 

inquiry into the transfers from Monyet are ultimately irrelevant. The Trustee’s amended 

complaint does not allege that Debtor’s contributions to the Mill Trust are subject to 

avoidance. That is truly the end of the Trustee’s inquiry on the matter. There is nothing 

wrong or fraudulent with a wife helping out her husband during a difficult time. 

Because the facts alleged in the Trustee’s amended complaint do not support the 

legal conclusion that Monyet’s property was Debtor’s, the Court must resort to equity to 

reach the result requested by the Trustee. But the Court’s equitable powers do not extend 

to engaging in an ex post facto reassignment of property rights. Thus, the Court may not 

ignore objective reality to go back in time to declare one person the owner of another’s 

property. “The equity jurisdiction of the federal courts is the jurisdiction in equity 

exercised by the High Court of Chancery in England at the time of the adoption of the 
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Constitution and the enactment of the original Judiciary Act of 1789.” Grupo Mexicano 

de Desarrollo, SA v. Alliance Bond Fund, Inc., 527 U.S. 308, 318 (1999). Thus, unless 

the relief requested by the Trustee was traditionally accorded by courts of equity, the 

Trustee’s request is beyond the Court’s equity jurisdiction. Id. The burden of establishing 

jurisdiction is on the proponent of relief. The Trustee has not pointed to any reason to 

conclude that the Court possesses the requisite equity jurisdiction to support his request. 

 The Trustee’s first claim for declaratory relief fails as a matter of law. 

IV. The Trustee’s Claim For A Declaration That The Mill Trust, In Practice, 
Was Not An Irrevocable Spendthrift Trust Under Minnesota Law And Is 
Property Of The Debtor’s Bankruptcy Estate Fails As A Matter Of Law 
Because The Terms Of The Mill Trust Were Unambiguous. 

The Trustee’s claim for a declaration regarding the nature of the Mill Trust fails 

because the amended complaint concedes that the terms of the Mill Trust were 

unambiguous. Both parties agree that Minnesota law is the applicable law. Under 

Minnesota law: “The court’s purpose in construing a trust is to ascertain the intent of the 

settlor.” Matter of Trust Created Under Agreement With McLaughlin, 361 N.W. 2d 43, 

44 (Minn. 1985). “Where the language of the trust instrument is not ambiguous, the intent 

of the settlor must be ascertained from the four corners of the agreement, without resort 

to extrinsic evidence of intent.” Id. at 44-45 (collecting cases). 

In this case, paragraph 10 of the amended complaint describes the terms of the 

Mill Trust Agreement in exacting detail. Nowhere in the amended complaint is there an 

allegation that the terms of the Mill Trust Agreement are ambiguous. The Trustee’s 

request for the Court to rely on extrinsic evidence, i.e. the operation of the Mill Trust, to 
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determine Debtor’s intent is directly contrary to Minnesota law. Id. See also Morrison v. 

Doyle, 570 N.W.2d 692, 697 (Minn. Ct. App. 1997) (In construing a trust, a court must 

first determine the grantor’s intent … The court, however, must not read into a trust 

instrument provisions that do not expressly or impliedly appear from the plain meaning 

of its words.”). 

The terms of the Mill Trust Agreement are unambiguous. The Trustee’s request 

that the Court look to extrinsic evidence to reinterpret those terms fails as a matter of law. 

CONCLUSION 

 The Bankruptcy Code establishes a bright-line two year reachback period for § 

548 avoidance actions. In adopting the two-year reachback period, Congress carefully 

balanced the burden that avoidance actions impose on transferees with the economic 

harm that a two-year reachback period visits on the estate. Indeed, Congress revisited the 

§ 548 reachback period in its 2005 amendments to the Bankruptcy Code, extending the 

reachback period from one year to two years. In connection with its amendment to § 548, 

Congress could have, for example, authorized bankruptcy courts to override the § 548 

reachback period “for cause,” much as Congress has authorized bankruptcy courts to 

involuntarily convert cases from Chapter 13 to Chapter 7 “for cause.” But Congress did 

not do so. 

An application of the plain language of § 548 bars the Trustee’s § 548 claim 

against Browne. The Trustee is, for better or for worse, on the losing end of Congress’ 

informed policy decision. The Trustee thus resorts to equities, i.e. an alter ego claim and 

claims for declaratory relief, in an attempt to circumvent Congress’ express mandate—
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even though in Law, Ozark and a multitude of other appellate decisions, appellate courts 

have uniformly directed bankruptcy courts to apply the plain language of the Code, even 

if a court is concerned that unfairness or inequity will result.  

In this case, Debtor made legally-enforceable transfers to Monyet outside of the 

two-year § 548 reachback period. The Court simply lacks the authority to avoid those 

transfers under § 548 or, pursuant to § 550, any subsequent transfers, including the 

transfers to Browne alleged in the Trustee’s complaint. The Trustee’s legal contortions 

fail as a matter of law. The Court is constrained to dismiss the Trustee’s complaint with 

prejudice. 

 
DAVE BURNS LAW OFFICE, LLC 

 
 
Dated: May 25, 2016  By: /e/ David M. Burns   
       David M. Burns #337869 
       475 Grain Exchange North 
       301 Fourth Avenue South 
       Minneapolis, MN 55415 
       (612) 677-8351 
       dave@daveburnslaw.com 
 
       Attorney for Padraigin Browne 
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v. 
 
Padraigin Browne, 
 

Defendant. 
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ADV No. 16-0431 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO DISMISS 
 

 This case came before the Court for hearing on Defendant Padraigin Browne’s 

motion to dismiss on June 15, 2016.  Based upon the files and arguments by counsel, 

IT IS ORDERED: 

1. Defendant Padraigin Browne’s motion to dismiss is granted; and 

2. The Plaintiff’s amended complaint is dismissed with prejudice. 

 
 
Dated:______________________   
      ________________________________  
      Kathleen H. Sanberg 
      United States Bankruptcy Judge 
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UNSWORN CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
  
 I, David M. Burns, declare under penalty of perjury, that on May 25, 2016, 
I filed: 
 
1. Defendant Padraigin Browne’s Notice of Hearing and Motion to Dismiss;  
2. Memorandum of Law in Support of Padraigin Browne’s Motion to Dismiss; 

and 
3. Proposed Order Granting Motion to Dismiss. 
 
with the Clerk of Bankruptcy Court through ECF and that ECF will send an e-
notice of electronic filing to all filing users of this case via the court’s CM/ECF 
server. 
 
I further declare that I caused copy of the foregoing documents to be mailed by first class 
mail to the entities and individuals listed below: 
 
Paul Hansmeier 
3749 Sunbury Cove 
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Woodbury, MN 55125 
 
Executed on: May 25, 2016  Signed:/e/ David M. Burns    
       David M. Burns, #337869 
       Dave Burns Law Office, LLC 
       475 Grain Exchange North 
       301 Fourth Avenue South 
       Minneapolis, MN 55415 
       (612) 677-8351 
       dave@daveburnslaw.com 
        
       Attorney for Defendant Padraigin  
       Browne 
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